Abstract

The thematic of the gestation in the adolescence, focused as social pathology and risk, have been visualized from the previous concepts of the science and the facts supported in a gender question. Thus, the adolescent couple’s perspective still is obscure. This qualitative study had as objective to analyze the existential movement of the adolescent couple that experiences a pregnancy. It is a study that used a phenomenological approach with the concepts of Martin Heidegger. The interviews realization occurred from March to October of 2008. The scenario was the House of Birth David Capistrano Filho and the subjects were 09 adolescent couple. To study the adolescent-couple, in its experience of be pregnant, give birth and nourish, in other words, in the daily of the be-couple, that is father/mother allowed to construct others possibilities of care supported in the ontological instance, veiled in the assistance daily that is operated by the protocol of gestational risk.
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